
So after people sign up on your "fan-catcher" page we'll usually
send them to something called a "thank you" page.
 
And as the very obvious name suggests this would traditionally
be a simple message that says "thank you for signing up...blah blah
blah...yawn yawn yawn!".
 
But you're not a private client to do the boring stuff everyone
else is doing, so we are going to use this page to "CLONE" your
fans...
 
...or in other words, after they enter their email address I would like
to send them to a page where you suggest that they share the
freebie with their friends on Facebook.
 
This means that every single new person has the potential to also
help you bring a bunch of other cool dudes into the gang as well,
building your fan-base even faster and giving you the most important
power in the world...
 
LEVERAGE.
 
*My lawyer has told me to tell you that LEVERAGE is still in a
legal battle with SUNLIGHT and WIND-POWER for undisputed title of
Most Important Power In The World*
 
...silly gag I know :-)
 
Anyway, I wonder if you might have a bash at making a simple video
to use on your own "thanks page"?
 

Ready To Go Thanks Page Setup



I wrote you the script which is below.
 
(For best results hit record and do it about ten times 'until if feels comfortable)
 
Feel free to change it around to match your own style if you like.
 
Here's an example from one of my supercool clients => 
http://musicmarketingclassroom.com/doug-varty-thanks/
 
================
Script
================
 
Hey this is YOUR NAME and I just wanted to thank you for
being part of my backstage fan-club.
 
And to return the favor I'm going to do my best to be like your all
year round Santa Claus...so you know that whenever you hear from
me you're going to get something cool!
 
Your first day of free music and video downloads should be in your
email inbox in around 10 minutes, in the mean time it would be very
cool if you could hit the button below to share this free music
coupon with a few of your friends.
 
My fan-base is built on word of mouth and your support is part of
the reason I'm able to give so much away for free.
 
That's about it for now, can't wait to get to know you a little better.
 
By the way, if you want the access pass sent to an alternative
email address then there is also an option for that too.
 
Again just click the link below to share the love, it should take
you about 5 seconds.
 
And while you do that here's a little tune just for you...

[If you're feeling brave play your best tune live!
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